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Latest News

CEO Message
During the last week of June, I visited our ꃿ䠀irst overseas client
in the United Kingdom; a medium‑sized electronics R&D
company looking to improve their project successes. I am very
excited that I got this opportunity to develop a customized
project management framework for them and train their
managers, project leaders, and team members on the new
framework. This is an exciting opportunity from two
perspectives. One, it allows me to demonstrate how project
management can help improve their business results, and two,
this is Reꃿ䠀ineM's ꃿ䠀irst overseas engagement. We are excited to
be a part of this new engagement and to continue to provide
the best service to all of our clients and customers.

NK Shrivastava, CEO of Reꃿ䠀ineM

4 Project Management Software Tools to Consider
for Your Teams
For some project managers and teams who have
grown out of Microsoft Ofꃿ䠀ice, a software tool
may be useful. Many tools are available on the
market for teams or companies of various sizes,
and some are also cloud‑based for ease of access
by everyone on the team. In this post, we
describe four project management software tools
and discuss pros and cons of each. This post is
designed as a quick overview of these four tools.
| Read More

Advanced Leadership Skills Overview
In this article, we describe advanced leadership
techniques for project managers to help them
lead their teams to success. First, project
managers should be able to understand
leadership and contrast it to management.
Second, they should harness emotional
intelligence to develop their personal leadership
skills. Third, they should understand and apply
situational leadership using six leadership styles.
Finally, they should study key leadership skills
including developing clarity and focus, inspiring
and motivating, communicating effectively, and more. | Read More

Featured Training

Featured Product

Join us this fall in one of four locations for
PMP Exam Prep. Early bird registration is
only $1,595! More Info

Check out our new practice test site, with full
customer support and questions written by
certiꃿ䠀ied PMPs. More Info

Latest News
Check out Reꃿ䠀ineM's latest
news on our website. See
what we've been up to and
what's coming up next.
Read More

Community Engagement
On July 11th, Reꃿ䠀ineM
attended PMI KC Mid‑
America's chapter dinner
meeting. We're glad to be
able to connect with
professional PM's!
See Photos on Facebook

Social Media Spotlight
We're only 8 followers away
from having 500 followers
on Twitter. Follow us and
help us reach this milestone!
Follow us on Twitter
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